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effilex Cordless mini Chainsaw User Manual

Product Specification

Input voltage 10~240V AC Guide plate type Sprocket

Guide 4-inch guide plate Chain length 4 inches

Fast charge 1.5 – 3 hours Chain speed 5M/S

Important Tips for Use

1. Battery Charging: the red light will be on while charging; the green light will be on when the battery is fully

charged.

2. Install the chain as per the operation diagram.

CAUTION: Make sure to unplug the battery pack before installation of the guide plate or the chain.



3. Before use each time, test start with no load first and observe whether the chainsaw can run normally without

an issue.

4. It is not advised to cut hard objects, such as metal, rock, bricks etc. otherwise it may break the product or

reduce the product life.

Safety Precautions

1. Keep the workplace clean and orderly. Do not use the product in a messy workplace or countertop. Such a

working environment is more likely to cause accidents.

2. Pay attention to the environment of the work. place. Do not work in dark and wet places. Power tools should

not be exposed to rain (water); do not use power tools where flammable liquid or gas are stored

3. Do not operate chainsaw unless you have a clear workspace and secure footing. Pay attention to the material

that you plan to cut and think about possible consequences and make remedy plans before cutting.

4. Wear comfortable and fitting clothes while operating. Pay attention to any belt on clothes or your hair that may

be entangled in the chainsaw.

5. Depending on objects being cut, it is advised to wear eye protection as well as hearing and head protection

when operating the chainsaw.

6. Always be aware of what you are doing when operating the chainsaw. Do not operate when you are tired, ill or

under influence of alcohol, drugs or medication.

7. Always carry the chainsaw with the chain blade facing away from your face and body. Only push the safety lock

when you are ready to cut.

8. Make sure to unplug the battery pack when you

1) clean the chain and guide plate

2) install/remove the chain or guide plate.

3) are not using it.

9. Keep your operating hand and the handle of the chainsaw dry. clean and free of oil and grease while operating.

10. Check whether the chainsaw is complete in parts before each use, if you see noticeable moving parts out of

defects or damages, please do not use.

11. Always operate the chainsaw with a proper stance. Keep the chainsaw in your vision during use.

12. Do not use the chainsaw if the switch does not turn on. Contact your vendor or an authorized service center.

13. Do not try to cut very hard materials that are not supposed to be cut by a chainsaw, using your common sense.

The chainsaw works great on wood materials such as trees, logs and sometimes it can also cut PVC materials.

14. To avoid injury, always keep it away from children’s possible reach. Do not let anyone use the chainsaw unless

this person has thoroughly read the safety precautions.

Battery Pack Use

1. The product is compatible with tailor made battery packs with 21V, 26V and up to 42V.

2. When the battery pack is fully charged, please unplug the power.

3. The battery pack is with temperature protection, low voltage protection and over-current protection.

4. For testing purposes , the battery pack is partially charged ex-factory. It does not necessarily mean that you

have received a used product. It is advised to give the battery pack a full charge before your first time use.

5. In case when you find the battery pack is over-heating, has noticeable sparks, smoke or burning smell coming

out, please immediately stop use and/or disconnect the power and contact customer service.



6. Always store the battery pack, together with the chainsaw and charger in an environment that is not wet, damp

or too-high/low temperature.

Charger Use

1. Please only use the charger included in the pack for charging the battery pack. In case you want to use a third-

party charger please contact Customer Service for verification before use.

2. When plugging the charger in to an electric socket, the indicator light will tum on green. When you plug the DC

connector into the battery pack for charging, the indicator light on the charger will turn on red.

3. Unplug the charger from the electric socket when not charging. Place it back to the chainsaw case to avoid it

mixed with other chargers.

Chain installation instructions

Step 1
Install the guide plate and chain into the sprocket, and Install the guide plate adjusting elastic pin into the small
hole of the guide plate

Step 2
Cove, the guide plate cover. install the nut and keep it not tightened, adjust the tightness of the chain by hand

Step 3
Tighten the screws with a wrench



Chain maintenance

1. Calibrate the tightness of the chain. 

Calibrating the tightness of the chain on the guide plate can offer you the best using experience. If the chain is

too tight on the guide plate, then there will be more friction so it will wear the guide plate and consume the

battery faster. If the chain is too loose on the guide plate, then sometimes the chain can fall out during use. To

calibrate the tightness of the chain, simply use a screw driver to adjust the screw behind the guide plate (No

need to take off the guide plate cover). clockwise for tighter chain and anti-clockwise for looser chain. The

proper tightness should be when you are able to pull the chain off the guide plate edge baseline by 3-4 mm

(0.12-0.15 inch).

2. Remove accumulated wood dust

The chain and guide plate does not require oil maintenance normally as long as you maintain the two parts

clean. It is advised to do a thorough cleaning alter a few uses. Use the wrench to open the guide plate cover

and remove the accumulated wood dust etc.

3. Replace chain

By a quick examination by eyes, if you find the blades on the chain become noticeably blunt and the Chainsaw

does not cut things as Sharp as it used to be, then it is time to replace with a new chain. For compatible

replacement chain in formation and ordering, you can contact Customer Service.

Customer Service Info

Thanks for purchasing our product.
We hope it brings convenience and efficiency to your life.
Please feel free to contact us atcustomers@effilex.com

For matters including but not limited to:

mailto:atcustomers@effilex.com


1. Report defects of a product you purchased

2. Replacement chain information and ordering

3. Replacement guide plate information and ordering

4. Video guidance on installation of chains and guide plate

5. Any other matters that you think that we can help

When you email us, please include the model number of the product you purchased, the purchase
channel and the order number.

FAQS

How long does it take to charge a mini chainsaw battery?

lithium battery, Lithium-ion batteries with self-overload and temperature protection provide a much longer battery
life. When fully charged, the battery mini chainsaw can cut branches continuously for 30-40 minutes, charging
time is about 1 to 2 hours.

Do battery powered chainsaws need oil?

Electric chain saws derive their power from an electric source, so they don’t need fuel to run . Most gas chain
saws require a premixed gas-and-oil fuel to operate properly. Electric chain saws don’t require this added oil, but
the bar and chain do need to be properly lubricated.

How long does a battery chainsaw last?

A battery-powered chainsaw typically runs about 30 to 40 minutes with intermittent use depending on the
battery’s size.

Why did my battery chainsaw stop working?

If your saw is cordless, you need to check to see if your battery is actually charged, or is charging correctly .
Rechargeable batteries can begin to lose power over time and need to be replaced. The charger itself can fail to
work as well.

Why is my chainsaw burning the wood?

Smoking or burning wood and excessive chain rattle without any cutting are all strong signs that the chain is
mounted backwards. If this is the case, discontinue use of the chainsaw immediately until the chain is reinstalled
the correct way.

What does brushless mean on a chain saw?

Unlike carbon brushes, the magnets in a brushless motor don’t need physical contact with other
components to transmit a charge, so there’s less interference from friction. For greater efficiency in your
cordless chainsaw, look for a saw with a brushless motor.

How long does it take to charge a chainsaw battery?

A completely discharged Endurance battery pack will take approximately 120 minutes  to charge, while a
Standard battery pack will take approximately 60 minutes.

Can electric chainsaw cut trees?

Electric chainsaws are best used for sprucing up trees , trimming limbs, cutting small logs, and other cutting
tasks around your home or yard.

How does a chainsaw work?

Instead of a rotating chain, they have a powered, reciprocating blade (one that moves back and forth) mounted on
top of a stationary blade. As the electric motor whirrs into action, a crank pulls the moving blade past the



stationary one and the cutter chops its way through your hedge.

Why do electric chainsaws need oil?

Electric chainsaws need oil for lubrication and protection of the chain and guide bar. The oil dripped on the
guide bar is protecting it from damage and overheating. Unlike gas-powered chainsaws that need fuel mixed with
oil, electric chainsaws do not need oil as a fuel component.

What should you not cut with a chainsaw?

That’s because a sharp blade pulls itself into the wood, while a dull blade requires lots of downward pressure.
That pressure wears out the bar, drive links, clutch sprocket and clutch.

How many times can you sharpen a chainsaw blade?

Cutters can be sharpened up to 10 times or more  before the chain needs replacing. If your cutters are worn
unevenly after a few sharpenings, a professional can regrind them to uniform shape. If you use the same chain for
a few years, then buy a new one, the new one won’t mesh smoothly with the sprocket and bar.

How tight should chainsaw blade be?

A properly-tensioned chainsaw chain should still be just a little loose on the chainsaw guide bar, but the chain
needs to be tight enough that you can’t pull the drive links out of the bar nose .

Does voltage matter for battery chainsaw?

It is hard to be certain, but higher voltage tools generally perform better . What matters in most power tools is
power. Power = volts times amps. We can get power using lower voltage, but the higher amps that would be
required is problematic.

Why is brushless better?

Because there are no brushes rubbing against anything, no energy is lost due to friction . That means
brushless motors are more energy-efficient than brushed drills and can run on batteries for up to 50 percent
longer.

What is chainsaw oil made of?

Petroleum-based bar oil has been the standard for chainsaws. Lightweight oil is used in winter and heavier oil in
summer. Manufacturers of chainsaws make bar and chain oils specially blended for their machines to extend their
lifespan, but if they are not available, the owner’s manual suggests alternatives.

Why does my chainsaw chain dull so quickly?

There are several reasons why a chainsaw blade may dull quickly. Some common ways are from overuse, steep
angled cutting teeth, cutting through dirty wood, or working with difficult wood like hickory, ironwood,
and black oak.

Can you use chainsaw on wet wood?

No, it is not bad to cut the wet wood with your chainsaw. Dewdrops, raindrops, or the snow on the wood will
not cause any harm to your chainsaw. It is, in fact, much easier to cut through the wet wood than dry wood
because the extra moisture on the wood will act as a natural lubricant.

Why is my electric chainsaw smoking?

It isn’t normal for a chainsaw to smoke, but if it does happen it can be the result of the chainsaw overheating, the
fuel mix containing too much oil, or the chain either not being sharp enough or not getting enough
lubrication. In short, a smoking chainsaw is a sure sign that something isn’t right.

How does an electric chainsaw work?

Electric chainsaws are powered by electrical motors . Electrical motors don’t have moving parts like a gas
engine. An internal power-producing component called an “armature” converts electrical power into mechanical



power in the form of torque.

Are small electric chainsaws any good?

Mini chainsaws are great for powering through light-duty lumberjacking projects , like pruning branches and
cutting small logs. Their rugged design and powerful motors pack a serious amount of cutting power into a small
package, and offer a durability that users typically won’t find in other power saws.

Can electric chainsaw overheat?

Electric chainsaws tend to overheat when used extensively, or when they are not assembled properly .
This could be due to a loose part that missed while assembling the saw or a lack of lubrication that creates heat

due to friction between parts.
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